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Intro
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the fourth quarterly report
for 2020. We had a very successful quarter as described below. Through engagement with our cluster
members, we were able to continue assisting with the complex challenges created through the
COVID-19 pandemic, aid in the creation of new jobs, facilitate the partnership of multiple cluster
members, and other accomplishments aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. We also increased our
online event activity and facilitated multiple events for our cluster members. This includes a very
successful CrossTalk event, other online engagements, and one of the most successful RAMP
mentoring engagements to date. As you review the included information, please reach out with any
questions or requests for additional clarification.

Activities, & Events
While working on the execution of the contract, our team continued strategic program actions to
pursue our path forward. As reported previously, our team pivoted our on-site meetings and event
delivery methods. We hosted webinars along with in-person events to continue engaging our cluster
members. During the 4th quarter, we offered multiple workshops and webinars to our cluster
members and participated in valuable events including, but not limited to, the following:

CONNEX Business-to-Business (B2B) Matchmaking
UAMMI received CARES ACT funding from the state legislature to assist businesses impacted by
COVID-19. Considering the challenges of meeting in-person during the pandemic, we determined the
best avenue was to utilize the CONNEX online tool to develop a B2B government contracting
matchmaking event. As we moved through the creation of this event, it was clear that the goals and
objectives of this effort aligned directly with the RIC program. As such, we engaged our RIC team to
supplement this effort and ensure that we were able to, not only make the most of this program, but
also create a template for ongoing use of this event as a tool in our toolbox.
Our team engaged with Northrop Grumman to provide support for two opportunities/contracting
needs with immediate demand. Through the engagement with Northrop Grumman, we defined the
requirements and capabilities for these needs. We paid special attention to the needs of Northrop
Grumman as a customer and took great care in understanding how we could best align members of
our cluster with their organization.
We ended up engaging twenty Utah small businesses for the event. This engagement included a large
amount of pre-engagement effort. Examples of this effort include initial interviews, capabilities

assessment, CONNEX introductions, and updates, etc. This early effort ensured we made the most of
the time we had with Northrop Grumman and left them encouraged to use this tool in the future.
This initial work helped our team to narrow the field of participants down to five businesses for oneon-one interviews with Northrop.

The event started with an hour of the small business participants learning how to qualify their
companies for future virtual matchmaking events and other resources offered by UAMMI and its
manufacturing partners in the Utah Industry Resource Alliance (UIRA). After the initial work, the five
finalists broke out to engage with Northrop buyers and the matching took place.
Northrop Grumman was so pleased with the outcome of this event; they hope to use it for a
significant part of their purchasing activities within the state of Utah.
Additionally, the success of this event led to the current interest of Hill Air Force Base’s supply chain.
Hill Air Force Base leadership is currently in discussions with the UAMMI team regarding the
potential to use the CONNEX tool for a monthly Government to Business (G2B) outreach event
facilitating the supply of parts for legacy aircraft.
This program will create many new opportunities for small businesses in Utah and work to solve a
long-standing problem at Hill AFB and other sustainment facilities; the shortage of spare parts for
legacy aircraft. When the aircraft system is new, the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) often
maintains a supply of spare parts. This provides spares for the air force as a highly profitable rate for
the OEM. Spare parts runs move as continuations of the runs used to make the original parts, thus
avoiding the need to have inefficient productions. As the aircraft age, OEMs often do not support
short production runs required to supply ongoing spare parts needs. The result is a shortage of spare
parts for aging (legacy) aircraft.

The Air Force believes that small business manufacturers are more willing to make the parts in short
runs than are the large OEMs, but the Air Force has trouble finding and qualifying these companies.
As a follow-on to the recently completed MAMLS program, in which UAMMI demonstrated the
ability to make parts for legacy aircraft using additive manufacturing, the purchasing team at Hill AFB
initiated a program to use the UAMMI network of small businesses to access companies skilled in
making legacy parts. This effort includes both reverse engineering and short-run manufacturing
needs. Hill AFB’s purchasing team will provide a list of their 10 most troublesome parts and UAMMI
will use CONNEX to contact small companies to invite them to become qualified and bid on making
the parts. UAMMI will also mentor the small companies and assist in qualifying them to meet the air
force requirements. As this process happens, Hill AFB purchasing will work within the structure of the
air force to identify funding mechanisms, obtain the necessary engineering releases, resolve the IP
rights, and develop a standard contract that will enable the system to proceed efficiently. Hill AFB
purchasing plans to prepare lists of about 10 items each month and focus efforts on reduction of the
backlog of troublesome parts (well over 1000). To assist in the long-term program, Hill AFB asked
UAMMI to create an advisory board of UAMMI personnel and small businesses to give direction to
the program and discuss methods to overcome potential challenges.
Manufacturing Council Webinar - Addressing the Challenges of Supply Chain
The Manufacturing Council, an organization dedicated to improving manufacturing in the United
States through thought leadership and working groups, invited UAMMI to participate in a panel
discussion. The panel consisted of Jenifer Scoffield, Small Business Liaison Officer for Northrop
Grumman, Dr. Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director of UAMMI, Julie Fisher the program manager over
B2B for UAMMI, and moderated by Alan Davis the Executive Director for i5 Services.
About 45 participants attended the online event from across the country, many of them from Utah.
Alan outlined how the Business-to-Business model using Utah’s CONNEX tool works and described
our first event with Northrop Grumman.
Dr. Larsen shared a short slide presentation outlining UAMMI’s effort to bring small businesses to
meet the Northrop Grumman RFI’s that posted in CONNEX. Jenifer Scoffield described the buyer’s
perspective, what worked well, and needed improvements. Julie Fisher presented the supplier’s
perspective. Attendees asked varying questions about how could they duplicate the event, how will it
work in the future, and is the model sustainable.
Northrop Grumman expressed an interest in continuing the B2B online events particularly in light of
the disruption to the supply chain in the new COVID-19 environment. UAMMI also commented that
we are working with Hill Air Force Base Supply Chain to duplicate B2B with Government to Business
using CONNEX to solve gaps in Legacy Parts.

33rd Annual Utah Rural Summit
The Utah Rural Summit is the premier
rural summit with a rich history of
convening Utah’s top leaders and
decision-makers to influence the
economic viability of rural Utah.
Hosted in Cedar City on Southern
Utah University’s campus, the
summit provides the ideal platform
where partnerships discuss some of the
most influential topics affecting rural Utah.
•
•
•
•

October 5-6, 2020
Hosted at Southern Utah University
Theme: resilience
https://www.suu.edu/utah-rural-summit/

The Utah Rural Summit started on the evening of October 5th in the SUU Aviation Hangar in Cedar
City. The event was well attended by members of the Governor’s Office of Economic Development
(GOED) and the Governor’s Office including Lieutenant Governor Cox, Abby Cox, Chief of Staff Justin
Harding, Mike Mower, and legislators, Senators Scott Sandall, Don Ipson, and Carl Albrecht. The
Lieutenant Governor (now governor) presented the rural campaign for “In Utah” to encourage
wellness and foster economic growth.
Two members of the UAMMI SBA RIC team, Tulinda Larsen and Julie Fisher, attended the event inperson and made introductions with key individuals to help them understand more about UAMMI.
They also participated in the event activities and paid careful attention to any effort that can help
continue our successes on the RIC Program.
Tuesday’s Summit started with a socially distanced registration line including temperatures taken
before entry. The theme for the Summit was Resilience, the Lieutenant Governor and his wife shared
stories they encountered on the campaign trail of resilient Utahans. Next, Derral Eves, YouTube
evangelist and founder of VidSummit, talked about his strategy to elevate businesses on YouTube
and applied it to his movie venture, “The Chosen.” It became the highest crowd-funded project of alltime at $10 million from over 19,000 people.
At lunch, the finalists for the second annual Speed Pitch for rural businesses presented their pitch
before judges including Governor Herbert. Speakers announced a new partnership between SUU,
Larry H. and Gail Miller Center for Entrepreneurship, GOED, State Bank of Southern Utah, and Snow

College targeting the expansion of entrepreneurial development throughout the more rural areas of
the state.
The last panel, which included Ryan Starks,
Scott Sandall, Carl Albrecht, Natalie Randall,
and Brandy Grace, explored different
approaches to increasing rural economic
development. The final speaker was Dave
Durocher, Executive Director, The Other Side
Academy inspired all with his model for
workforce development and changing lives.
We expect to see an increased focus on Rural
Development once Lieutenant Governor Cox
takes the reins as Governor. There will be a
push to strengthen the smaller rural
businesses by creating more economic ties to Wasatch Front businesses. This is a great opportunity
for UAMMI to increase engagement with rural communities.
During the week of the Rural Summit, Tulinda Larsen and Julie Fisher met with six companies in the
rural cities and surrounding communities of Cedar City and St. George in Southern Utah and
explained the free services offered by SBA RIC. They also offered counseling on the 16 different
COVID-19 resources funded by the State. Our team held additional meetings discussing UAMMI SBA
RIC with SUU President, Dixie State University faculty, and the Southern Utah/St. George Chamber of
Commerce President. We list the rural companies we engaged with while at the summit below.
MetalCraft Technologies (MTI):
A full-service, vertically
integrated, aerospace
components manufacturer. MTI
hosted UAMMI’s partner in the
Utah Industrial Resource
Alliance, Impact Utah on
October 5th. The company gave
a complete tour of its factory to highlight to legislators and UAMMI, the improvements achieved in
efficiency and productivity over the past year. Dr. Larsen and Julie Fisher followed up with a personal
visit to MetalCraft president, Spencer Grant.
MetalCraft Technologies has 197 employees and $20 million in revenue in 2018 with growth to $25
million in revenue in 2020. MetalCraft faces multiple challenges. One is workforce; they have eight
openings in both entry-level and engineering positions. Another challenge is that Boeing orders are

down, but every other segment especially military contracts remains stable or slightly up. We believe
the further engagement with the UAMMI team will aid in recovery from these challenges.
SyberJet: A sister company to MetalCraft, builds a light-speed business jet, the SJ30. UAMMI toured
its aircraft hangar and met with the executive director, Chuck Taylor. SyberJet’s production is
primarily in San Antonio, and the company is completely private equity funded. Its biggest innovation
is SyberVision, a leading-edge technology from Honeywell Business Commercial that sets apart the
cockpit of the SJ30 with its advanced avionics suite. TSO certification should be complete by
December 2021.
Current challenges faced by SyberJet relate directly to the supply chain, not production. Honeywell
System production came to a complete halt because of COVID. In addition, one customer got COVID
and asked to slow down the process on his order for SJ30. Also, a titanium part critical to production
is difficult to procure and nearly unaffordable to be certified.
One positive impact of COVID is the illustration to the CEO that engineers can be hired virtually and
from just about anywhere. They did take advantage of PPE, and PPP funding.
DB Systems: Located in Hurricane, DB has a 40,000 square foot operation in a remote desert
location, which designs, tests, and manufactures high quality, fully compliant, low-cost antennas. We
met with Nicolas Bonfanti, Director of TACAN Systems. Much of their work is for the FAA and at this
time, unfortunately, the company was about to layoff 25% of its workforce due to COVID impacts.
Existing orders have stalled and the company is holding an excessive amount of stock.
Holly Bonfanti, Nicolas’ wife, is the current CFO and primarily running the company her father
founded. We recommended that they investigate becoming a woman-owned business as it may give
them a competitive advantage in government contracting and provide a link to a short video on how
to qualify as a women owned business. We toured the facility, which includes an anechoic chamber
(indoors) and a free space RF Test Range (outside) with TACAN capabilities available for any design,
development, certification, and testing.
They are currently working on a new patent for a new system that is in development.
PowerFin: Located in Hurricane, produces four different propeller blades made of composites
materials in a very small manufacturing operation. The propellers are unique in that they are hollow
and very lightweight. We met with Jason Beach whose father owns the business while he operates
the manufacturing and sales of these specialty propellers.
After starting in Washington, Powerfin moved operations to Utah in 2010. They are fully equity
funded and had as many as four employees (currently only two). Their primary customers are
Ultralight Sport Aircraft companies and they can customize propellers for individual needs. The
COVID market has not affected business negatively as demand for some of the recreational products
such as the powered parachute increased.

We recommended the possibility of growing into the Unmanned Aerial Machine business. They
would like to explore that possibility.

Ram Company, founded in 1975 and family-owned business, specializes in the design and
manufacture of solenoids and solenoid valves for commercial, aerospace and space industries. We
met with David Brager, Director of Business Development, who was pleased to preview his recently
developed marketing presentation highlighting Ram’s capabilities.
The privately owned company averaged an annual growth in sales over 10% in the last 20 years and
currently has 202 employees. However this year, COVID devastated Ram’s commercial aerospace
market, they did receive PPP funding and had been able to postpone layoffs. Without the market
recovering, David said layoffs have been inevitable. In a normal market, their biggest need is hiring
mechanical engineers and systems engineers. They create 30 new designs annually and see future
growth for the company in the space and medical markets.
LV Swiss: Located in LaVerkin, is a manufacturer of high-quality precision CNC Milling, CNC Turning,
and CNC Swiss screw machine parts. Richard Hoffman, the President, explained that with COVID
impacts he was considering selling his business. The company has been holding on to more inventory
for Boeing than it can afford. Mr. Hoffman explained that they have been working to expand into the
medical device business and have almost completed its certification, Medical ISO13485.
Mr. Hoffman often trained students that come to him from the local Technical College. Those
employees receive enough work experience at LV Swiss to move to a larger market, which frequently
leaves him with a workforce gap. He recently hired outside of Utah with success so far. Our follow up
with him is to assist in finding government contracts.

CrossTalk

Each year, UAMMI strives to hold two CrossTalk conference events that bring together industry,
academic, government, and military leaders to educate, exhibit, and promote the interchange of
ideas and experiences. The larger of the two conferences is held in March each year in conjunction
with an advanced materials expo. However, due to the COVID restrictions, that event was postponed
until November 17-18, of 2020 and became the main (and only) CrossTalk event for the year.
The two-day event was held virtually in conjunction with the CarbonFiber conference, a worldwide
event hosted each year by CompositesWorld magazine. Outstanding presentations were delivered
over two days with industry experts sharing knowledge, training, techniques, research, and best
practices to attendees. A list of the topics discussed included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Future of Utah’s Advanced Materials and Advanced Manufacturing Industry by Dr.
Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director, UAMMI
National Manufacturing Trends & Manufacturing USA Update by Mike Molnar, Director of
Advanced Manufacturing, NIST
State of the Composites Industry by Jeff Sloan, Editor in Chief, CompositesWorld
Graphene Enabling Advanced Material Applications by Terrance Barkan, President, Graphene
Council
Vision for Growing the Composites Share of the Global Materials Market by Dan Coughlin,
ACMA
Composite Adoption Trends in Transport and Energy by Julia Attwood, Chief Analyst,
Bloomberg

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Role of Engineered Compounds and 3D Printing in Support of Industry 4.0 and
Manufacturing Competitiveness by Tom Drye, Techmer
Find and Be Found: How to Grow Your Business Through the New CONNEX Supply Chain Tool
by Alan Davis, i5 Solutions
The Outlook for Aerospace & Defense by Ron Epstein
Aerospace Composites Market Outlook by Peter Zimm
Trends in Composite Aerostructures by Curtis Welch
Sustainable Carbon Fiber by Stephen Rawson
Large Scale Additive Manufacturing - Scaling for Production Tooling Applications
Implementation, Use, and ROI of IIoT and AI Technologies in Composites Manufacturing for
the New Now by Avner Ben-Bassat
Optimization and Evaluation of Hybrid Composites Process Routes by Advanced Simulation
Approaches by Benedikt Fengler
Automation and Digitalization of Composites by Marcus Kremers
Successful Adoption of Thermoplastic Composites by Matt Christensen
Carbon Fiber meets Polypropylene: New Opportunities with Carbon Fiber in the field of
Thermoplastic Composites by Dr. Christos Karatzias

In total, 145 individual attendees participated in the conference. Thirty-two of those individuals were
from foreign countries outside the US. Of the US attendees, 46 were from Utah and 76 were from
various other states. Thirty-one out-of-state small businesses attended as well as eight small
businesses from Utah and eight SBA-RIC Utah cluster member companies.
Of those cluster companies that attended the event, one highlight is Radius Engineering. Radius is a
small business (45 employees) in Salt Lake City that designs and develops specialized composite
structure manufacturing equipment and engineering services. Their customers include most U.S.
aerospace companies and a significant number of international aerospace companies.
We invited Radius to attend the CarbonFiber & CrossTalk event. When they reviewed the agenda,
they quickly realized the tremendous benefit of attending because of the high caliber of presenters
and topics. Accordingly, they reached out to us and asked if they could bring one of their entire
engineering teams, mainly consisting of new university graduates who now work for Radius. We
worked with them to get a group discount and they were able to bring one of their entire
engineering teams for the two-day conference. Through the presentations, they were able to learn
from many industry experts as to the latest trends and best practices that will guide their small
business. They also had the ability to make connections of long-term value. This event presented a
unique opportunity for Radius that would not be available otherwise. Radius represents just one of
many examples illustrating the opportunity our small business cluster members have through this
event.

Work for our next CrossTalk event is already underway. The first 2021 UAMMI CrossTalk, Defense
Manufacturing Research, is scheduled virtually for March 24th 2021 from 1 pm to 5 pm MT. This
event will be held under the 2020 DoD designation of Utah as a Defense Manufacturing Community.
UAMMI’s CrossTalk, Defense
Manufacturing Research, will
discuss defense manufacturing
research opportunities.
Current programs will be
presented and ideas for new
projects will be developed.
DoD research institutes,
including Air Force Research
Lab and AFWERX, are invited
to attend and present DoD’s
research agenda. This will be a
widely publicized virtual
meeting with no charge for
attendance.
Angie L. Tymofichuk, SES, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Logistics and Product
Support SAF/AQD, is our keynote speaker to kick off the discussion on research to support
sustainment programs. Her participation is a great opportunity for all members of our RIC. Not only
does she bring an incredible depth of expertise and knowledge for our RIC members, her
participation will draw multiple large businesses and other cluster support members. This presents
an increased opportunity for our small business cluster members to engage, network, and
collaborate.

Utah’s Seventh Economic Cluster
The Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED) asked UAMMI to convene a special board
meeting so that GOED could make a formal announcement. Ryan Starks, Managing Director of
Business Services for GOED announced that a seventh economic cluster in the State of Utah was
created for Advanced Manufacturing. Mr. Starks said that the creation of this new cluster reflected
the strong performance and the importance of advanced manufacturing within the state as
confirmed by several economic studies. He credited UAMMI’s success as an important element in the
emergence of this economic sector. The accompanying figure shows all of the targeted industries
(including advanced manufacturing) and the critical elements for success that cross through all of the
sectors.

UAMMI is heavily involved in all the critical elements, thus further strengthening the importance of UAMMI in
developing the economy of Utah. Note that Aerospace and Defense is also one of the seven targeting
industries and that many of the UAMMI cluster companies are in that industry segment and, of course,
aerospace and defense is an important focus for UAMMI. The meeting called by GOED included all the UAMMI
board and several friends of UAMMI from around the country. Fifty-one people were on the call and many of
them were members of the UAMMI RIC cluster.

UIRA Study
Utah Industry Resource Alliance (UIRA), under CARES Act funding, asked UAMMI to prepare an indepth economic study of the impacts of the COVID-19 induced recession on Utah’s manufactures:
Using Market Demand to Manage Production Levels:
COVID-19 Market Demand Analysis and Forecast for Utah Manufacturers 2021-2025
“The COVID-19 recession was sudden and steep.” according to economist Dr. Tulinda Larsen,
Executive Director Utah’s Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative and author of the study.
“Utah’s manufacturers can expect a return to growth may take 2 to 3 years, but Utah manufacturers
exhibit the resiliency required to rebound from the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.”
The study found a clear dichotomy between Utah manufacturers who are facing steep sales declines
and those who are not able to keep up with demand. For example:
Commercial aerospace manufacturing and oil production companies are facing steep declines. Hexcel
just announced year-to-date sales have decreased by 32.6%. Oil manufacturing dropped by 54%
since the pandemic began. Businesses, such as brick manufacturing, cannot keep up with demand.

The study considered three economic scenarios based on GDP growth:
Low—Significant 2nd wave, no vaccine available, infection rates continue to increase.
Expected— Vaccine found but not widely available, no second wave, infection rates stabilize, society
lives/works with virus.
High— Vaccine widely available, no 2nd wave, infection rates decline, society adapts to virus.
UIRA expects the economic return to growth in four phases: Containment, Recovery, Reset, and Growth.
Under the low scenario, sales would not return to pre-pandemic levels until 2023. However, under the high
scenario, a return to pre-COVID sales volume could happen as early as 2021.

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as setup and designed during the
first quarter of 2019. Information on those tools and applicable events tied to those tools are listed
below.

RAMP
RAMP is a product/startup accelerator
fully dedicated to innovators utilizing
carbon fiber, advanced composites, or
3D printing as key components in their
product innovations. It is open to
innovators at different growth stages and
across a wide range of market sectors
such as outdoor sports and recreation,
medical devices, building construction,
aerospace, commercial drones, and
more.
Now in its second year of operation, RAMP delivers a 10-week startup accelerator program helping
entrepreneurs and small businesses launch their innovations and scale their companies. RAMP’s
focus is on innovations and products that use advanced materials in their design, and which utilize
advanced manufacturing processes, such as 3D printing. RAMP is open to a wide range of innovators
and entrepreneurs in such market sectors as outdoor recreation, medical devices, commercial
aerospace, consumer products, and defense manufacturing. RAMP welcomes entrepreneurs and
innovators from across the state of Utah with particular outreach to those located in the rural areas
of the state.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic dramatically affected Utah as well as the world, the fall 2002
RAMP cohort helped turn those challenges into opportunities by focusing on innovators and small
businesses who were pivoting to capture new opportunities emerging from the impacts of COVID 19.
The fall 2020 RAMP Cohort was hosted in Northern Utah, which is internationally recognized as the
hub for advanced manufacturing and materials including carbon fiber. Providing easy access to this
important industry cluster in Utah, each RAMP participant was able to join a community and ecosystem rich with innovators, technologists, product designers, and business leaders.
“As a newly designated Defense Manufacturing Community, it is important we support our small
businesses in advanced materials and advanced manufacturing,” said Tulinda Larsen, Executive
Director for UAMMI. “The materials and processes that were pioneered in Utah over the past
decades are now driving a tremendous burst of innovation and business growth as new uses and new
applications are found extending to new markets. Through RAMP, we build on our cluster expertise
and help small businesses introduce new products to meet emerging market needs, all of which fits
our mission at UAMMI,” she concluded.

Unique to the RAMP accelerator is financial support made available from the Davis Fund for
Economic Development administered by Davis County. “We believe in the future of these businesses
and innovators,” said Kent Andersen, Director of Community and Economic Development. “We want
to show our support by offering resources that help entrepreneurs receive the valuable training and
assistance provided by RAMP. After RAMP, select business teams meeting specific criteria are
considered for participating in the fund’s low-interest loan initiative,” he added.
Overall the objective of RAMP is to accelerate the success of innovations, channel the expansion of
small businesses, prepare entrepreneurs to acquire critical resources including funding and to
generate job growth that benefits Utah’s economy overall.
RAMP Fall 2020 Cohort
Following an aggressive outreach and application effort, nine innovation and business teams
were selected and invited to be part of the 2020 Fall Cohort of RAMP. The following
summarizes key characteristics of these teams:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 business and innovation teams overall participated
5 businesses are based across rural Utah from the cities of Price, Monticello,
Coalville, Midway, and St. George
3 businesses are facing challenges of scaling production to meet unprecedented
customer demand for their products
2 businesses are pivoting to meet emerging market needs in health care and
natural health applications
5 are targeting the outdoor recreation markets
1 is targeting the advanced manufacturing outsourced service market
All nine companies are currently using or are pivoting to include advanced
materials in their product

Special Success Stories:
The following are case studies of the success of RAMP achieved in both 2019 and 2020.
Escapod
Escapod has been in operation for several years manufacturing a customized teardrop trailer.
Because of their successful design, degree of customization, and high quality of their trailer
build, demand for their trailers has dramatically increased. Demand for the product skyrocketed
because so many customers want to safely recreate outdoors using their trailer off-road and
away from the crowds. Clearly a result of the current COVID environment. Currently, the
company has an 11-month backlog for their product.

Meeting that demand has strained all
aspects of the business in particular
the production process. Allowing
buyers to customize trailers
complicated the production process
resulting in a unique build for
virtually every trailer. Unachieved
production efficiencies worsened.
The time required to build a trailer
increased. This strains the financial
capacity of the company as they
extended their cash flow adapting to
increased customer’s payment dates.
The RAMP mentors, working with the
Escapod team, were a perfect match with the challenges the company faced. After a daylong
on-site visit to their production plant, the RAMP Mentors identified the following key
problem areas, which, if addressed, would greatly benefit the business:
•
•
•
•
•

No base trailer features common to all units eliminating production standardization.
Too many options for customization resulting in too many trailer configurations.
Limited understanding of the actual production costs per unit resulting in overconfidence of their financial status.
Need to transition from the current trailer model to a new model that could both
meet changing customer needs and improve production efficiencies.
Limited sense of price sensitivity with customers feeling that significant money
was being left on the table.

Escapod applied RAMP’s Lean Launch training and defined a new Lean Canvas for the company
based around a new and upgraded trailer model. By carefully considering the problem-solution
fit of this new offering with their targeted customers and defining a set of truly unique
features, they are able to move forward with a better product-market fit.
Through the RAMP program, the mentors and Escapod management determined the
following improvements, which are currently underway:
1. Define a streamlined base trailer model with a standardized set of features.
With a set of baseline features offered in all trailers, the build for each trailer
becomes less complex and more standardized allowing for greater efficiency.
2. Implement Construction Cost Controls
To more accurately monitor and manage production costs, implement a detailed but not

overly complicated cost control
system that better manages the
build costs of each trailer. This
enables management to better
utilize their employees on the
production line, know actual
production costs, and better
monitor and manage the results of
their efforts to improve the
efficiency of the build process.
3. Implement Production Efficiencies

One effort underway is to identify and
implement production efficiencies. This
includes capitalizing on efficiencies
gained by standardizing design and
build, and improve the staging of the components for the build.

4. Validate New Model Features and Pricing by Customers

Following the principles of customer validation that Escapod learned through RAMP, they began a
concerted effort to better engage with their customers. Organizing a customer advisory team
comprised of past customers, they gained key insights on future feature sets and product pricing.
This step alone has helped to reduce the risk of introducing a new and up scaled version of their
product.

5. Position the Company for Capital Resources

Being able to acquire critical capital to fund expansion and operations is important to the future of
the company. The discipline of RAMP and the focus on customer validation and improving
production capacity has positioned the company for when they need to approach funding sources.

Startup Success for 2019 RAMP Cohort Participant Purtrek
In October 2018 Kyle Stringham, innovator of Purtrek- a unique two-in-one hiking stick and
water purifier – had just completed a successful Kickstarter campaign. Garnering about 400
backers with pledges totaling some $52,000, Kyle was thrilled to begin the launch of his
entrepreneurial vision, a business specializing in outdoor recreation products.
As a first-time entrepreneur, he however lacked the knowledge of how to proceed and was
daunted by the many tasks he faced in launching his business. Of particular concern was working
through the complexity of final product design and manufacturing. Overwhelmed by it all, he had
made little progress over the final months of 2018 and early 2019.
Knowing he needed help, Kyle quickly became frustrated when he sought advice from both
friends and small business development centers. It was all too general and lacked a specific
direction to his unique challenges. What he needed was a specific industry and business advice
but didn’t know where or how to find it. In the early spring of 2019, Kyle became aware of
RAMP, he applied, and was accepted.

Over the ensuing months, Kyle was mentored by industry and startup experts in the Lean Launch
methodology for startup companies. They helped him re-assess the market problem Purtrek was
targeting and received valuable customer feedback that helped refine his feature set. Given access to
the state-of-the-art innovation labs and professional product fabricators at Davis Technical College,
Kyle was able to re-tool his product prototype. Benefiting from the industry mentors that RAMP
provided him along with the synergy that came from working alongside other entrepreneurs, he
made great improvements in his business canvas and launch plan.
After just a few months in the RAMP process, Kyle was much more prepared to approach funding
sources and reach out to investors. The association that RAMP provided with the Davis Loan Fund
eased the way for Kyle to begin serious discussions of obtaining a critical start-up loan. And in the
early fall of 2019, with the help of his RAMP mentors, Kyle successfully pitched his business to the
loan board of the Davis County fund and obtained $175,000 to start his business with the potential
for additional funding tranches in the future.
Now on track to achieve his vision, and with the continued help of his RAMP mentors, Kyle is moving
forward. “My business would not be where it is today without RAMP, he said. “I now have the
confidence and the help to make Purtrek into something special for me and my family.”
These are just two of the successes from RAMP while operating under the SBA RIC program. RAMP
continues to operate as a key part of our efforts and gives our startup cluster members access to
resources previously unavailable to them. For a full breakdown of our RAMP curriculum, 2020 fall
participants, work sessions, mentors, and topical experts, please reference appendix a.

CONNEX
This custom database tracks the complex Utah composites supply chain and identifies specific gaps
and areas of opportunity for new business and new business services within the cluster. This tool
serves as a virtual collaboration center where business needs are matched with new Utah business
partners, regardless of geographic location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply
chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more significant
considering the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster.

CONNEX Member Outreach
During the fourth quarter, UAMMI added 12 new organizations to the CONNEX platform. This group
encompassed both new businesses and new users for existing members. As CONNEX continues to
evolve and group in its capabilities, the demand for user access grows as well. This is an incredible
tool for our cluster members and key in their networking and supply chain engagement.
UAMMI is a founding member of the Utah Industry Resource Alliance (UIRA) along with the
University of Utah NIST MEP, iMpact Utah, Utah Manufacturers Association, World Trade Center
Utah, and Utah Inland Port. We assembled this group to provide comprehensive support for all
manufacturing entities in Utah. As a result, CONNEX expanded to include all Utah manufacturers and
was linked to a national database associated with Manufacturing Marketplace and the National
Association of Manufacturers. This brought an additional 8,584 companies into the CONNEX
platform. The UIRA linkage gives UAMMI access to more tools to assist its cluster companies and
provides stronger support for contracts and other activities that UAMMI.
Cooperation between the groups is good. UAMMI personnel were trained by iMpact Utah personnel
in computer scams and other problems with computer safety. In addition, iMpact Utah trained a
UAMMI cluster company in Internet Security. A UAMMI representative also attended the training
session.
The UAMMI team is very excited by the continued customer demand for the CONNEX tool. The team
will continue to interact with CONNEX members to ensure the tool meets the need of this evergrowing Utah-centric ecosystem. Small businesses will be able to leverage CONNEX to help them
overcome any obstacles that typically do not hinder large businesses.

CONNEX Upgrades
CONNEX Version 1.7 – October 7, 2020
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Self-Registration - the Request Account form now links to an internal registration approval
workflow accessible by CONNEX Admins and CONNEX Users (roles). The workflow allows
admins to review the registration form data submitted by potential users and approve or
deny them. When approving, an administrator user for the organization is created and
emailed to set a password.
New Data Points - DUNS Number (back office only), County, Urban/Rural designation (Florida
Urban = 100,000+ population per county, Utah Urban = 50,000+ population per county,
anything not Urban is Rural), Defense Contractor flag (back office only), Homeland Security
flag (back office only), Primary Sector Information (back office only).
Exchange Center "Digest" Notifications - daily digest emails informing users of new
opportunities in the Exchange Center are scheduled for noon MT each day.
Search Filtering - after performing a search, users will now be able to filter the results further
to better find matching organizations. Search filters include SBA Program, Certifications, City,
Zip Code, NAICS Code, SIC Code, and Organization Type.
Proximity Filtering - along with filtering search results by profile data points, you can also filter
by distance from a specific location. For organization users, they have the option to filter by
distance from their organization's physical location, or by any address they choose. Nonorganization users can filter by inputting an address (e.g. "1500 S State, Salt Lake City UT" or
"Disney World, Orlando FL", etc.).
New User Emails - when a new user account is created, the user will now be notified by email
with a link to set a password. This includes when organizations create their users, as well as
when UAMMI creates users.
Search Visualization - we have added two new date options to the search visualization: Last
Month and Last Year.
Organization Export - you can now export a list of organizations from the Organization Admin
page. Note that this is a back-office (admin) function, not one available to manufacturing
users.

CONNEX Version 1.8 – November 12, 2020
•

•
•

Updated distribution list functionality in the Exchange Center. Users now have more options
for how they choose whom they will send notifications of new listings. These include most
parts of the organization profile (certifications, capabilities, value offerings, etc.).
We added additional search filters on both the search and the org admin page.
We created a single-column layout on products and services offered. This facilitates easier
control over new lookup values (e.g. COVID, PPE, etc.).

•

•

Additional security features in preparation for cybersecurity certification. Confidential data is
no longer automatically pulled when users access organization profile pages. Instead, users
will click a button to view the data and make the request. This cuts down on the number of
times confidential data passes between CONNEX and users. It also makes requesting that
data trackable.
Migration of the CONNEX test and stage environments from Salt Lake City to the Google
Cloud environment.

CONNEX Version 1.9 - December 17, 2020
•
•

•

•

•
•

All CONNEX production instances moved to the Google Cloud environment to improve the
stability, security, and scalability of the platform.
A new audit system now tracks database changes: creates reads (in limited cases), updates,
and deletes. This allows CONNEX admins (the role) to audit activity in different areas of
CONNEX, including Org Profile, User Management, Organization Management, SBA RIC
Activity Tracking, and the Exchange Center. In these areas, you will see an "audit" button
that will load a pop-up that contains audit data. The data cannot be exported, only viewed
within CONNEX.
We added a new admin section called "Integrations.” The first integration with CONNEX
(outside of the Marketplace) is Hubspot CRM. CONNEX admins (role) will be able to see this
area of CONNEX. Only one connection to Hubspot can be made per CONNEX instance (i.e. one
in FL and one in UT). UAMMI utilizes the Utah connection. This connection copies over
contact records from Hubspot CRM into CONNEX. These contacts can be viewed in the
Organization Management area. When editing an organization record, there are now tabs
separating the data, and "relationships" contains contacts synced from Hubspot. Note that
this is a back-office feature, the data is not viewable on the Org Profile by organization users.
We added SBA RIC Activity Tracking functionality. This allows CONNEX admins to file
interaction reports tied to organizations in CONNEX. We created this for UAMMI to track and
report on interactions specifically for the SBA RIC.
We added OrgID to the User Activity Tracking report.
WE moved Elasticsearch indexing to a background process. This does not affect the user
specifically, other than to speed up save times slightly.

Outreach and Marketing
To increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience, UAMMI executed outreach and
marketing efforts on multiple fronts. These efforts included activities such as outreach on our COVID19 recovery efforts, event planning, industry insight, distribution of newsletters, and email
engagement.

Newsletter
We sent the UAMMI bi-monthly newsletter to 2300 people in the 4th quarter. The newsletter focused
on the approaching CrossTalk/CarbonFiber virtual conference along with a forecast report of Utah
manufacturing over the next five years.

https://mailchi.mp/uammi/uammi-newsletter-mar-1590914

Email Circulation
Our Executive Director, Tulinda Larsen, sent ongoing emails providing regular industry updates,
business opportunities, and events. Circulation to 150+ cluster members for each email sent.
Issued several press releases specific to things like UAMMI’s collaboration agreement with the
Graphene Council and UAMMI’s new Deputy Director, Chanel Flores.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12/09 HVAC Grants for Manufacturers
12/01 COVID Sick Employees Grant Program
12/01 Graphene Council Collaboration
11/19 Chanel Flores Joins UAMMI
11/10 Finally DoD Issues Cybersecurity Rules
11/09 Invitation of Utah Manufacturing Summit
11/09 Utah Emergency COVID Measures
11/06 Utah's Manufactures Facing Three Years to COVID Recovery
10/30 Learn about Utah’s 7th Economic Cluster – Advanced Manufacturing
10/29 Utah Companies Win 2 USAF STTRs
10/27 RFI From Northrop Grumman
10/23 Learn about Utah’s 7th Economic Cluster – Advanced Manufacturing
10/19 Utah Defense Manufacturing Community Kick-Off
10/16 RFI From Northrop Grumman
10/06 Exporting for Advanced Materials and Advanced Manufacturing
10/02 COVID Sick Employees Grant Program
10/02 National Manufacturing Day 2020

Website
•
•

•

Website activity averaged visitation of 1,700 per
month
Updated and maintained page web page
providing essential information on COVID-19
business support resources, new resources for
Utah manufacturers, and a 5 Year Forecast for
Utah’s Manufacturing Industry.
Added all events and trainings applicable to
industry clusters.

•

Added local company news to highlight Utah companies and the work they are doing.

•

Social Media promotion (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook)
o Conducted some 15 posts with special emphasis from the Executive Director

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations to target our support to
their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI RIC team
continue to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster. Please note the following summary of
metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable.
UAMMI SBA RIC Q4 2020 Key Metrics
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships

12

Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster and support
industries

12

Growth in the number of small business starts in the cluster area

7

Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster (grants,
contracts, loans, and investments from public and private sources)

$750,000.00

Growth in job creation of small businesses

10

Growth in new products, services, or business lines

17

Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or other
technical assistance

35

Growth in the creation of new business, employment, or new business opportunities
in emerging markets

6

Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services provided by
the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events, matchmaking
opportunities, and other convening activities

75

Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants in the
cluster, as well as the number of new technologies licensed

4

While the following are only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the UAMMI
team, we believe that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. If you identify
any questions or would like additional information on the following activities, we are ready and
willing to expand on the info included here.

•

UAMMI orchestrated the assembly of three teams that submitted and successfully won three
Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) awards. The United States Air Force (USAF) awarded
these for innovative concepts, which aim to solve defense-related problems. The winning
proposals were developed with the help of the Utah Advanced Materials & Manufacturing
Initiative (UAMMI) as described in our last report. They included a focus on composite material
innovations for drones and advanced air mobility aircraft that can benefit USAF and be developed
commercially.
ElectraFly, a Utah-based company that is developing personal-flight-aircraft (advanced mobility
aircraft), submitted two winning proposals. The first is the fabrication of aircraft parts using a
carbon-based additive manufacturing (CBAM) 3D printer provided by their partner, Impossible
Objects. Weber State University’s composites lab will test the parts. ElectraFly’s second proposal
is to use an infusion process (RTM) to create carbon-fiber aircraft parts that are too large for the
CBAM 3D printer. These parts will be created with project partner Hexcel and tested at Brigham
Young University’s composites lab.
The third winning proposal was submitted by Analyswift, a Utah multi-physics modeling company
whose technology reduces engineering time and provides virtual testing of composite material
structures, such as rotor blades, earlier in the design process. They propose to develop an
integrated computational blade engineering (ICBE) framework for the rapid insertion of highperformance composite rotor blades into ElectraFly’s aircraft. The framework will lead to
prototyped parts developed by project partner Hexcel and then tested by the Weber State
University composites lab.
Each is awarded a maximum of $150K in this first of a three-phase program. The objective of
Phase 1 is to determine the scientific, technical, and commercial merit as well as the feasibility of
the innovations. Phase 1 projects are to be completed over the next six months with the
possibility of follow-on funding for Phase 2 (up to an additional $1.5m) and then Phase 3 (up to
an additional $4M).
The grant program is a result of a 2014 review of the United States’ national defense strategy, in
which it was determined that the US’s military advantage over its adversaries and peer
competitors was steadily eroding and that innovation would be a key tactic to correcting this.
Accordingly, under the 2017 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), Congress authorized the
Defense Commercial Solutions Opening (CSO) program allowing defense-contracting officers to
acquire innovative commercial items, technologies, or services that could close capability gaps.
The objective of the program is to provide potential technological advancements to the
Department of Defense, incentivize small business commercialization of cutting-edge research,

strengthen small businesses’ role in meeting DoD research and development needs and fortify
the United States’ industrial base.
•

UAMMI received an inquiry from Kihomac, a small military-oriented company in Utah stating,
“Recently, Kihomac has launched an internal R&D project involving cyanate composites for use in
space and certain DoD applications. Do you have a background in cyanates, or do you know
someone that could help us increase the speed at which we learn about these materials, how
they are processed, material properties, etc.?” Within the UAMMI team, we were able to identify
key companies dealing with Cyanate Esters (good high temperature, very low off-gassing or
volatiles, space, and optic applications primarily, difficult to process though, etc.):
o
o
o
o
o

Composite Technology Development
Hexcel
Huntsman Advanced Materials
Solvay Composite Materials (acquired TenCate -- a leader in cyanates)
Toray Advanced Composites

This effort is of great value to both Kihomac and the potential partner we identified.
•

An in-depth discussion with ACT Aero revealed that the company owners, Roland and Jason
Christensen, started a new division of their company to make bicycle parts from thermoplastic
and carbon fiber composites. As with other divisions of the company, the new division is located
in a small Utah rural community, thus increasing the local employment dramatically. The
company has a unique concept that has helped create an immediate demand for the parts — if
any bicycle part from the company breaks, that part can be sent back to the company and a
replacement part will be returned to the user. Furthermore, the company guarantees that the
broken part will be recycled completely and made into some other bicycle part. For example, the
number one selling part is a bicycle wheel. If these break in use, the consumer can send it back
and a new wheel will be sent to the consumer. The broken wheel will be made into a part such as
a handlebar. This guarantee is possible because the resin matrix in the composite part is
thermoplastic, and that allows remelting and reshaping.

•

UAMMI received a request from Orbit Irrigation to help them identify the type of resin in a
shipment of material they were able to purchase at a favorable price. Orbit suspected that the
material was either polypropylene or polyethylene but needed to be sure or they could not use it.
Orbit does not have the type of analytical equipment needed to make the determination and
therefore they called UAMMI, hoping that we knew where the test could be run. UAMMI knew
that Merit Medical had the proper test equipment and, because Merit is part of the UAMMI
cluster, good relationships exist, and Merit agreed to test the sample. The test showed that, at

98.69% probability, the material was polypropylene (Rexene 13R9A grade). This material has a
small amount of polyethylene in it, some processing aid (steric acid), and color concentrate that is
mostly carbon black mixed with polyethylene. Orbit was amazed at the detail and extent of
information available from such a test and is very happy to have such high certainty of the nature
of the material.
•

We visited a small startup company in the rural Utah town of Monticello. Our team assisted them
select materials for their product and in designing a manufacturing system. The product is a
bicycle carry bag that fits under the seat. It has some unique advantages over existing bike bags
and the founders of the company believe that a nice market exists for their product. They met
with our team to discuss the materials for the support structure that clamps onto the bike seat.
After some discussion, we identified options for immediate market entry product (plastic
support), for intermediate and slightly stronger but lighter support made of plastic with carbon
fiber cloth. We also identified options for a higher-end product made all from carbon fiber. In
addition, we introduced concepts that allow the carbon fiber products to be made from recycled
materials, thus adding greatly to the market appeal and the environmental wisdom linked to the
product. We identified some sources of the materials for manufacture and three manufacturers
who could make the product. Two of the suggested manufacturers were also in rural areas.

•

UAMMI entered into a working agreement with the World Trade Center—Utah (WTC-U) to
promote international trade among the small businesses in the UAMMI cluster. This joint effort
envisioned a plan with several steps to ensure a lasting and comprehensive effort between the
WTC-U and UAMMI.
WTC-U attends trade shows, conferences, and other events with UAMMI where the nature of
the advanced materials and manufacturing industry can be understood and UAMMI’s role in
that industry explained. This was accomplished over the past 18 months with WTC-U and
UAMMI attendance at JEC, CAMX, CrossTalk, and several seminar events.
With the knowledge gained from these educational experiences, the WTC-U staff explored
their international connections to find government entities, companies, and individuals who
are involved in advanced materials and/or are interested in promoting advanced materials
and manufacturing in their countries.
WTC-U then set up conference calls between the interested international entities and
UAMMI, usually with the UAMMI CTO. These calls explored both the opportunities within the
international entities and the capabilities of UAMMI cluster companies to fulfill the needs of
the international entities. To date, conference calls have been made with the following:

o Representatives from the ministry of economic development of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (where the making of prosthetics was the focus);
o Representatives from the aerospace industry in India (focus on Utah companies involved
in aerospace that could support the airplane and helicopter industry in India, especially in
making carbon fiber parts);
o The aerospace industry in Israel (especially where the carbon fiber expertise of Utah
companies could be used to make critical part
o Strata (a company in the United Arab Emirates) is currently a subcontractor to Boeing that
seeks suppliers in Utah to supply parts to Strata. The Boeing plant in Utah makes the
vertical tail for the Boeing 787 and so does Strata. Thus Strata seeks to mirror the supply
chain of the Boeing Utah plant. Several Boeing employees from Utah are now working in
the Strata plant in the UAE on assignments of up to 2 years, thus also mirroring the
workforce in Utah.
The successful conference calls between UAMMI and the international entities demonstrated
the potential for business with Utah companies. Therefore, UAMMI contacted some
companies with capabilities to meet the international requirements and we explained the
potential business. About half of the companies contacted expressed an interest in doing
international business and WTC-U set up direct contacts between these companies and the
international entities.
The favorable response of the companies to potential international business led UAMMI and
the WTC-U to set up a conference call in which we invited the entire UAMMI cluster to
participate. The call, titled “Manufacturing for the Global Market” took place on 20 October
2020. Speakers from WTC-U and UAMMI explained the importance of exporting, the
assistance available to Utah companies through WTC-U to help promote international trade,
the experiences that UAMMI had with the various international entities that were on the calls
set up by WTC-U, and the unique opportunities that Utah companies have because of their
expertise in advanced materials and manufacturing. Sixty-one people participated on the call.
Of those, 28 are current cluster members. The remainder are potential cluster members and
participants from non-Utah areas or non-manufacturers. WTC sent a survey to all participants
and the results of two questions were especially enlightening:
1. How likely are you to recommend WTC events to a colleague or friend? The
average score was 9.6/10.
2. How likely are you to recommend this webinar to a colleague or friend? The
average score was 9.5/10.

Other questions asked about the flow of the webinar and the overwhelming response was
“just right”. UAMMI and WTC-U will further expand their partnership and areas of
cooperation. For example, a recent call sponsored by the WTC was with representatives of
Jordan. Both the Jordanian ambassador to the US and the US ambassador to Jordan
addressed the group on the conference call. The trade relationship between the US and
Jordan is very strong and has existed for many years. In particular, the US is a major supplier
of military equipment and that brings UAMMI directly into the picture as we have many
companies in our cluster working in the supply chain for military equipment.
•

To more easily form partnerships in research and submitting proposals for grants with cluster
companies, UAMMI formed a second non-profit corporation. This new corporation is called
the UAMMI Institute and is organized as a 501.c.3, whereas the original UAMMI was a
501.c.6. Another advantage of forming the Institute was the reorganization of the original
Board of Directors of UAMMI. According to the bylaws of UAMMI, the Board of Directors was
limited to 19 entities were government and educational. Therefore, the UAMMI Board only
had nine manufacturing companies. With the organization of the Institute, the educational
entities and some of the government agencies were moved to the Advisory Board of the
Institute and that allowed UAMMI to fill its Board with more manufacturing companies.
Hence, UAMMI becomes more business-oriented and the Institute becomes more researchoriented. We believe this will increase both the responsiveness of UAMMI to business but will
increase the ability of the educational entities to join with the Institute in research proposals.

•

The Society for the Advancement of Materials
and Process Engineering (SAMPE) notified
UAMMI that UAMMI was chosen (by a vote of
the SAMPE Board of Directors) to receive the
prestigious “Organizational Excellence” Award.
The award requirement stated, “This award is
granted at least annually to one or more
organizations exemplifying the best of SAMPE
from within the advanced materials and process
community”. Organizations may be from
industry, academia, and/or a government
agency. Airtech International was also a winner
of the award in 2020. “This year’s winners
exemplify the best of our industry”, said Jerome
Berg, SAMPE’s Executive Vice President and Chair
of the North America Awards Committee. He
further said, “This award is a direct reflection of
the outstanding and innovative efforts of the people who work for Airtech International and
UAMMI. Congratulations to them all.” The citation for the award stated, “For advanced

manufacturing and, in particular, advanced materials and composites, government initiatives
proposed by Utah companies lacked connectivity and the voice of local key decision-makers
to help address immediate concerns and what local industry really needs to help grow
business in Utah.” Over the past five years and through the leadership of Jeff Edwards (former
Executive Director), Tulinda Larsen (current Executive Director), and Brent Strong (Chief
Technical Officer), UAMMI recruited an active board of key decision-makers from local
advanced materials companies (Such as Hexcel, Northrop Grumman (old Orbital ATK), Boeing,
TCR, Hill AFB, Janicki, Kihomac, and Lockheed) with faculty advisors from Utah’s technical
colleges and leaders from Utah’s government agencies. UAMMI listened to the needs of
industry and provided a powerful and effective conduit between government and industry to
implement tools and beneficial projects for Utah.
•

Six years ago, the Utah Science, Technology and Research (USTAR) organization built an
innovation building at Falcon Hill, a technology development just outside the gate at Hill Air
Force Base. The objective was to provide a convenient location for companies with
technologies related to the Air Force to work on their products and have easy access to Hill
AFB. It was also to be a place where overflow projects from Hill AFB could be conveniently
housed. Over the years of USTAR’s existence, both outside companies and Hill AFB projects
took advantage of the space, including UAMMI. We located a rapid prototyping machine,
hydraulic press, and media blaster in the building as they were needed for an AFRL project
(called MAMLS) awarded to UAMMI. Last year the Utah legislature eliminated USTAR and
temporarily gave control of the building to a consortium of local governments (MITA).
Because of UAMMI’s presence in the building, we were consulted, along with many others, on
the future direction for the building. It is UAMMI’s opinion that the building should be gifted
to Weber State University (WSU) as an innovation center for the university. WSU is located in
the same city as the base and has a strong community and business focus that should bode
well for the success of the innovation center. The legislature agreed and WSU is now
beginning to operate the building.

•

Under the direction of WSU, a meeting was held with key personnel from Hill AFB and
UAMMI. We worked to explain new building ownership of the USTAR building, to solicit Hill
AFB support (by putting more projects in the building), and to assess how UAMMI might
facilitate the work at Hill AFB, perhaps using the building as an asset in doing that work. The
responses from Hill AFB personnel were very positive. They mentioned that several programs
at Hill, especially their additive manufacturing section, are out of space and could utilize much
of the available space in the former USTAR building (now called the SparrowHawk building).
Hill AFB and WSU will begin negotiations to make that arrangement. The supply chain group
from Hill indicated that they would like UAMMI to assist them in solving their problems with
finding suppliers for building parts for legacy aircraft. (Sustainment is a major responsibility at
Hill AFB.) UAMMI agreed that a monthly gathering of companies with Hill AFB (perhaps in the
innovation center building) would be sponsored by UAMMI and that UAMMI would invite

companies in the cluster to attend and, perhaps, the companies could bid on doing reverse
engineering and then the production of the parts that Hill’s supply chain group had identified
for that month. Hill personnel anticipate that this type of meeting would occur monthly,
perhaps over several months or years. The major focus would be for small Utah businesses in
the UAMMI cluster to understand the nature of the parts to be made, to become qualified to
produce those parts, and then to enter into production on the parts.

Summary
The above information is not all-inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity executed
by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during the fourth
quarter of 2020. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution activities, the
excellent event preparation, growth, and use of our strategic tools, and individual company
assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides in 2021 as we
support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership.

Appendix A
RAMP curriculum, work sessions, mentors, and topical experts
RAMP Curriculum and Work Sessions
RAMP, an innovation and startup accelerator managed by Grow Utah, is an intensive mentoring
and training initiative immersing innovators in a highly engaged and interactive learning
experience with business mentors, process and materials experts, and topical specialists who
help participants achieve success.
Over a 10-week schedule, we conduct five RAMP sessions with all of the cohort members. We
address specific topics are at each of these sessions, topical experts instruct, and the teams
present their progress for review and input. An additional five sessions are held privately with
each of the cohort members where the RAMP mentors assist and guide individual teams.
Innovations and Products
Designed for early-stage innovators as well as existing businesses that are pivoting to
capture new market opportunities, RAMP is well suited for the following:
• Scaling Business to Capture Market Opportunities – where the focus is on scaling
production, resolving technical and design issues, and implementing practices to
effectively meet customer demands.
•
•
•
•

Innovating for new market opportunities – where internal teams innovate new
products and solutions that meet the needs of new customer segments.
Creating New Businesses –where the focus is on finding solutions to consumer problems
in existing and emerging markets.
Pivoting into adjacent markets - where businesses pivot into adjacent markets by
utilizing existing solutions.
Capitalizing on new distribution channels – where businesses expand by utilizing
new channels that have arisen in the post-pandemic marketplace.

RAMP Teams
RAMP is designed for teams of 2-4 people each. The value of the RAMP experience is shared by
the founding innovation and business teams and continues to benefit the team members long
after the completion of RAMP. Through RAMP, teams can move forward with their business and
product launch as well as assess a wide range of market opportunities, develop new business
ideas, and enhance existing ones.
Lean Launch
RAMP consists of both group instruction and customized expert mentoring all of which is
founded in the Lean Launch methodology for accelerating innovation and business startups.
Lean Launch is founded on a proven set of principles, practices, and a method to work through

the numerous issues and challenges of launching a winning product and business. Through the
course of RAMP, cohort members validate their assumptions about customer needs and refine
their proposed problem/ solution fit. All progress and business decisions are reflected in the
Lean Canvas business tool.
MVPs
Validating customer interest involves talking to potential customers and demonstrating a Minimum
Viable Product (MVP). RAMP teams incrementally and iteratively develop their Minimal Viable
Product (MVP) prototypes and demonstrate their solutions to potential customers. MVP’s can simply
be a PowerPoint slide, sample data sets, sales brochures, or a functional prototype. One of the key
features of RAMP is the availability to RAMP cohort members of the use of the lab equipment and
technical advice available at the Davis Technical College to develop tangible prototypes.
Instructional Roadmap
RAMP is an experiential hands-on practical experience – not a set of lectures or case studies.
Our goal, within the constraints of a Zoom room and a limited amount of time, is to create an
entrepreneurial experience for each participating RAMP team.
Teams will dig in as they talk to customers, partners, and competitors. They will encounter the
chaos and uncertainty of how a startup works. They will learn how to turn a great idea into a
great product. In addition, turn a great product into a great company. They will learn how to use
a Lean Canvas to design a business model that addresses each aspect of their company. In
addition, they will get out of the Zoom room to see whether anyone will want and use their
product. Finally, based on the customer and market feedback, teams will be able to use agile
development to rapidly iterate their products and build something customers would use and
buy.
Each of our five RAMP group work sessions consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-reading assignment for the upcoming session
Getting out and interviewing 10-15 customers a week
Building a set of MVPs
Regular team presentations on the “lessons learned” from customer interviews
and iterating or pivoting the business model.
Instruction on the Lean Methodology
Topical expert discussions
Customized and individual team mentoring from the RAMP experts

Key Source Material
•
•
•

The Startup Owner’s Manual, Steve Blank, and Bob Dorf
The Lean Startup- Eric Reis
Business Model Generation, Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur

Title
Oct 20/21
Week #1
Mentor Session
Technology
Review
Oct 29
Week #2
Group Session
Lean Canvas

Session
 Review MVP design and tech issues
 Assess stage of the underlying technology
 Identify tech issues critical to resolve
 Determine appropriate tech testing
 Determine the technology development plan
 Homework: Elevator Pitch- Lean Canvas
Group Discussion
 Elevator Pitch
 Lean Canvas
Instruction
 Lean Canvas - 9 parts
 Problem-Solution Fit
 Big Idea
 Idea Analysis evaluation
 Customer Validation- Interviewing
Homework
 Customer segmentation
 Customer Validation- Interviewing- Discover Problem and Solution
 Problem-Solution Fit
 Unique Value Proposition
 Big Idea Assessment
 Idea Analysis evaluation

Nov 5
Week #3
Mentor Session
Prep-Problem
Solution Fit

Nov 12
Week #4
Group Session
ProblemSolution Fit









Technical design changes- prototyping
Customer segmentation
Customer Validation- Interviewing- Discover Problem and Solution
Problem-Solution Fit
Unique Value Proposition
Big Idea Assessment
Idea Analysis evaluation

Group Discussion
 Customer Interviews results- Segmentation/ Problem Solution
Fit – Unique Value Proposition
 Big Idea Analysis
 Technical Design changes

Topical Expert
 Key Legal Issues- business formation, innovation protection,
product liabilities
Instruction
 How big is the market? TAM/SAM/SOM
 Who are the competitors- petal diagram?
 10 Slide Deck format
Homework
 Customer Interviewing- Discover Unique value proposition
 Market Assessment TAM/SAM/SOM
 Competitive Assessment
 Draft 10 slide deck
Nov 19
Week #5
Mentor Session
Prep- Market
and Competitor
Assessment
Dec 3
Week #6
Group Session
Competitors
Market Size
Unique Value
Prop







Technical design- prototype build
Market Assessment TAM/SAM/SOM
Competitive Assessment
Unique Value Proposition
Customer Interviews

Group Discussion
 Customer Interviews results- Unique Value Proposition
 Market Assessment TAM/SAM/SOM
 Competitive Assessment- Petal
 Lean Canvas revision
 Draft 10 slide Deck
 Technical Design changes
Topical Expert
 Production and Design
 Sourcing and Controlling Production Costs
Instruction
 Distribution Channels- Identify and Understand
 Key Metrics
 Sales Process
 Sales Models
 Online
 Retail
 Product Pricing
Homework Sales Calls to Customer Dev Group MVP, sales pitch/ pricing

Dec 10
Week #7
Mentor Session
Prep- MVPSales- Channels
Dec 17
Week #8
Group Session
MVP- Sales
and Channel
Partners






Technical design changes- prototyping
Channel Strategy and testing
Sales models
Draft Sales Calls to Customer Dev Group- MVP, sales pitch/ pricing

Group Discussion
 Channel Strategy and testing
 Results Sales Calls to Customer Dev Group- MVP, sales pitch/ pricing
 Draft 10 slide deck
 Technical design changes- prototyping
 Lean Canvas revision
Topical Expert
 Sales- Channels- Retail
Instruction
 Revenue Sources
 Product Pricing
 Identifying product costs- Cost Structure
Homework Pricing
 5yr financial forecast
 18-month funding plan

Jan 7
Week #9
Mentor Session
Prep- Revenue
Sources-PricingFinancial
ForecastFunding Plan






Technical design changes- prototyping
Forecast Tool
5yr financials forecast and pricing
18-month funding plan

Jan 14
Week #10
Group Session
Pitching and
Funding and
Protection

Group Discussion
 Revenue Sources
 Pricing/ Forecasting
 Pitch Practice- pitch to funding partners
Topical Expert
 Funding Sources What you are looking for- Davis Loan Fund,
MWSBF, Kickstart Seed Fund
Instruction
 Finalize technical design/ MVP
 Finalize financial forecast
 Finalize Lean Canvas
 Decision- Go-No Go

TBD
Graduation Day

Lean Canvas






Graduation Day- Public Reception
Team table-top presentations
Pitch Presentations
Crowd Favorite Vote

RAMP Fall 2020 Participants
1. Escapod
Escapod is a manufacturer and dealer of off-road teardrop trailers based in Coalville, UT.
Escapod was born out of necessity. A need to escape the daily grind at a moment’s notice, to
be unbounded by terrain and free to roam. They wanted a tent on wheels, always ready for the
next adventure. The teardrop trailer seemed like the right solution, but nothing on the market
checked all the boxes. Any teardrop they found was either over-priced or under-built.
Therefore, we designed and built our own.
Their mission was simple: create the best camper known to man - a teardrop trailer that is
gentle on the eyes, rugged enough for the craziest adventures, and suitable for year-round
fun. Blending the concept of a sleeping pod with the thrill of an escapade, the Escapod
name was formed.
Their current focus is on developing the TOPO2 - the second iteration of our current trailer.
They are making a shift to a composite shell structure so that we can increase our speed of
production and meet the demand for our trailer -we currently have an 11-month wait for our
product. Along with developing the physical product, they need to develop the launch plan to
market the product while currently producing and delivering our current model.
Location: Coalville, Utah
Stage: Sales with paying customers
Contacts: Chris Hudak and Jen Hudak – 801-573-3139- jen@escapod.us
Web Site: escapod.us

2. Healixir
Healixir Health builds data-driven smart home products for health and wellness. Three of those
products are Orra, Nutrishot, and Drip Smart.
Orra: is a smart diffuser that makes it easy to create therapeutic & aromatic experiences in
your home through a single end-to-end platform controlled through an app. Healixir developed
a proprietary valve system that allows you to create and diffuse blends on-demand, without
having to constantly deposit oils and refill your water tank. You can even upload audio, images,
and share your blend combinations through our app, allowing others to diffuse your blends on
their device.
NutriShot: is a home health bar that removes the hassle out of diluting, dosing, and combining
liquid multi-vitamins and nutraceuticals, providing a more efficient and personalized alternative to
tablets and capsules. This allows for flexible nutrition and custom doses designed for your health
and fitness goals. Our liquid ingredients do not have fillers, sugar, or preservatives, and can
instantly be blended in any hot or cold drink.

Drip Smart (used by both products):
• A single drop, on-demand (Gravity drip--NO Heat, Air, or Tubes)
• Measure oil levels and usage
• Instant ingredient recognition
• Multi-use smart valves
• Handle varying viscosities
• In-built safety regulation
• 100% natural ingredients
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah
Stage: Minimum Viable Product
Contacts: David Aiderzada – 801 641 9527- david.aiderzada@healixirhealth.com
Web Site: https://healixirhealth.com/

3. Sawtooth
Sawtooth was created to fill a gap in the outdoor, off-road, pickup truck market. Sawtooth
owns multiple utility patents and manufactures proprietary cargo management products such
as the world’s only load-adjustable tonneau (truck bed cover) and the most aerodynamic
cartop cargo carrier.
Sawtooth aims to improve consumer, commercial, and military logistics through the unique
design and increased functionality of our products. Our cargo solutions are lightweight and
allow users to quickly install, load, secure, and protect cargo for transit. Whether headed to a
soccer game or into combat, Sawtooth provides innovative cargo management solutions
across multiple modes of transportation.
Location: Midway, Utah
Stage: Early customers
Contacts: D.J. Potter- 801 633 4804- dj@sawtootht.com
Web Site: www.sawtootht.com

4. SpringEase Brace
SpringEase Brace was originally designed to help a friend with chronic foot pain. After showing
the device to podiatrists it was clear that the brace had broader application. SpringEase Brace
is the only offloading foot and ankle brace that does not restrict foot and ankle movement.
SpringEase Brace offloads a portion of the wearer's bodyweight around the foot and ankle
onto the lower leg. The amount of offload can be adjusted for individual patient needs.
SpringEase Brace has many applications including post-operation rehab, severe plantar
fasciitis offloading, diabetic foot wound care, and chronic pain alleviation.
Location: Provo, Utah
Stage: Final development. Validation activities such as research, clinical trials, and pilots are being

planned and initiated. Continued market research is being carried out to further inform the design
and distribution of the brace.
Contacts: Seth Huber- 720 472 4375- sethcannonhuber@gmail.com

5. MyYard Play
The MyYard Play Yard is the most versatile play yard on the market. It weighs 4.5 pounds, and
when packed down is only 17"x4", it can fit in any of your travel bags (all without jeopardizing
the traditional look and size of a normal play yard). MyYard Play understands the frustration
that often comes during travel with infants; it is not easy remembering everything to take.
MyYard can be one less object you have to carry/lug around while traveling with your child.
Location: St. George, Utah
Stage: Sales with paying customers
Contacts: Ben Holmes- 435 374 8301- bholmes@packinlight.com
Web Site: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/myyardplayyard/myyard-play- yard
www.packinlight.com.

6. My Hang Time
The Hang Time Watch Stand will change how consumers take care of and store their
watches. The Hang Time clip is spring-loaded and will securely hold any size watch. It has
multiple attachment features, providing versatility in how it can be mounted. Multiple
different stands and/or brackets allow the Hang Time clip to be installed exactly where
the customer wants access to their watches. The stands provide beautiful displays for
your dresser or shelf, while the brackets allow them to be hung under or above shelves,
or even along the vertical walls of a closet. The Hang Time Watch Stand can also change
how a retailer can elegantly display their watches and access them much easier.
Hang Time Watch Stand is a unique product that will fulfill a mid-market need, above the
cheap plastic holders or DIY watch stands, but well below the expensive watch boxes.
Location: Kaysville, Utah
Stage: Minimum Viable Product
Contacts: Ryan Willard 801 201 9189 ryan@philbotdesigns.com
Web Site: https://is.gd/HangTimeSS http://philbotdesigns.com/

7. Backpacking Seatpost Component
Roam Industry has spent 6 years on the ground as a guiding business (www.roamutah.com).
They work to add services and grow the area's infrastructure to create a destination for
human-powered adventure and activity. Their services currently include our guiding service,
year-round huts, rentals, and storefront. Their new product is a bike packing seat post

component.
Currently, they have a working prototype and are working on finalizing CAD design, quote
package, and source file. They are looking to manufacture this product in Utah. This product
is needed in the bike-packing realm and would allow for improved clearance and full use of
bike mechanics that are often limited by other seat post bags.
Location: Monticello, Utah
Stage: prototype/currently working on finalizing CAD design, quote package, and source file.
Contacts: Dustin Randall 435 590 2741 info@roamutah.com, Natalie Randall 571 243 4449
Web Site: www.roamutah.com

8. J View Camera Mount
The J View camera mount allows you to mount one or two POV cameras in a third person
perspective on your body or backpack for various outdoor activities or even walking through
the streets of say, Venice. The standard view we see of POV (GoPro etc.) cameras is from a
helmet or body mount looking forward. The user is not seen in the frame other than maybe
the arms and ski tips when skiing, for example. It is much more interesting to see more of
yourself, maybe even your face at times, as one moves through the environment. J View
started developing their design as a backcountry skier wanting to share my experience of
moving through these amazing winter environments with friends and family that could not be
on top of a wild winter mountain skiing a steep couloir or through a grove of Aspen trees in
powder snow. When the founder's son Julius was young, he carried him in a backpack into
some of his favorite mountain places. His son could experience the mountains with him as he
looked over my shoulder. The founder’s son is 20 now and confined to a wheelchair so he can
no longer carry him to many of these places he enjoys, but the founder can capture the
perspective his son enjoyed as a young boy while looking over his shoulder and share that with
him. This is how Julius’ View or J view came to be.
Consumer action cameras including newer 360 capture cameras came a long way, especially in
cost, quality, and capture stability since J View started their mount design. A multi-billion dollar
business continues to grow. Manufacturing capability especially in additive manufacturing has
also improved exponentially. The combination of these factors and the desire for those that do
like to capture their adventures and post them on social media inspired J View to refine this
product and make it available as a tool for the capture of new and unique perspectives (handsfree) for this growing market.
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah
Stage: Earl Prototype
Contacts: Mathew Steubing – 801 232 6205 - julius2000@comcast.net
Web Site: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bx5LY3Xg4q4nqLCr5cHALtWklyGK_UmI3-UHWY0/

9. Dustless Tools- Love Less Ash
Dustless Technologies is a family-owned business that manufactures contractor vacuums and
dust collection attachments. They sell to box stores as well as pro contractor supply houses.
Home-based in rural Price, Utah, Dustless found solutions to bypass their injection mold
operation in China and other US facilities by just printing their new products via Additive
Manufacturing (3d printing). They are expanding their Additive Manufacturing services through
a new branch of their company, Merit3D, which is a contract manufacturing operation
targeting other businesses that want to bypass China.
This new technology gives its customers the ability to:
1. Skip expensive injection molds
2. Produce designs that can’t be injection molded
3. Drastically reduce time to market
4. Produce 1, 100, or 1000 parts.
As they get Merit3D off the ground, they work on synergies with USUE, Primary Education, the
state of Utah, UAMMI, MEP, and other local agencies.
Location: Price, Utah
Stage: Expanding Business
Contacts: Spencer Loveless - 435 637 5885- Spencer.Loveless@DustlessTools.com
Web Site: https://www.dustlesstools.com

2020 RAMP Mentors and Topical Experts
The mentors that are involved in RAMP bring their vast experience in the various disciplines
needed to successfully launch a business. Each brings their insights and knowledge gleaned by
their successes and experience. Our RAMP Fall 2020 Mentors included the following:

